AP Calculus
7.3 Worksheet (Day 1)
All work must be shown in this course for full credit. Unsupported answers may receive NO credit.
1. The base of a solid is the region enclosed by the graph of y = e- x , the coordinate axes, and the line x = 3. If all plane cross
sections perpendicular to the x – axis are squares, then its volume is

A)

1 - e-6
2

B)

1 -6
e
2

C)

e-6

D)

e-3

E)

1- e-3

2. [Calculator] The base of a solid S is the region enclosed by the graph of y = ln x , the line x = e, and the x-axis. If the cross
sections of S perpendicular to the x – axis are semicircles, then the volume of S is

3. The base of a solid is the region bounded by the lines f ( x ) = 1- 2x , g ( x ) = -1 + 2x , and x = 0. If the cross sections perpendicular
to the x-axis are equilateral triangles, find the volume of the solid.

4. [C
Calculator] Lett R be the regio
on enclosed by the graphs of y = ln ( x 2 + 1) and y = cos xx.
a) Find thee area of R.

b) The basse of a solid is the region R. Each cross secction of the soliid perpendicular to the x-axiss is an equilateral triangle.
Writee an expression
n involving onee or more integ
grals that gives the volume off the solid. Do not evaluate.

5. Coomplete the folllowing questio
ons from your textbook: page 406 #1, 3, 411, and 42

6. Thhere are 700 people
p
in linee for a populaar amusement-park ride
whenn the ride begins operation in the mornin
ng. Once it beegins
operaation, the ridee accepts passsengers until the
t park closees 8 hours lateer.
Whille there is a line, people mo
ove onto the ride
r at a rate of
o 800 peoplee
per hhour. The grap
ph above show
ws the rate, r t , at which
h people arrivve
at thee ride through
hout the day. Time t is meaasured in hourrs from the
time the ride begin
ns operation.
a) How many
m
people arrive
a
at the riide between t 0 and t 33 ?
Show the computationss that lead to your answer.

n
of peeople waiting in line to get on the ride inncreasing or ddecreasing beetween t =2 aand t 3 ?
b) Is the number
Justify yo
our answer.

c) At whaat time t is thee line for the ride the longeest? How manny people aree in line at thaat time?
Justify yo
our answers.

d) Write, but do not so
olve, an equattion involving
g an integral eexpression off r whose soluution gives thee earliest
time t at which
w
there iss no longer a line
l for the rid
de.

